GOOD MORNING VAL DI FASSA
TODAY

Suggestions and tips for your holiday. Edited by Apt Val di Fassa

TOMORROW

28/06/2015

TOP EVENTS

SPOTLIGHT ON HERO GRAVITY RACE

Val di Fassa hosts the Italian Choampionship MTB Enduro

Today from 8.30 am starting from Campitello, the Hero Gravity Race,
valid for the Italian Championship Mtb Enduro. It is the closing events of
the Bike Festival related to the Südtirol Sellaronda Hero (which took
place yesterday across the trails od Val di Fassa as well), The Gravity
collects hundreds of bikers competing according to particular
modalities: thewinner will be the one who takes the shortest time to
complete four trials along downhills but also on steep and apparently
flat trails. For the first time in this kind of race, some cable cars and
chairlifts will be used too. The closing trial takes place along thenew
path of the Bike Park del Belvedere of Canazei. People can see the
bikerspassing by in the main square of Canazei from around 10 am to 3
pm, but also catching the lifts to reach the viewpoints along the path
(see the map at the tourist offices).

Today in the valley
ALPINI AT THE CONTRIN

Itineraries
FROM COL DEI ROSSI TO FEDAIA PASS

RIFUGIO CONTRIN – ALBA DI CANAZEI FROM11.15 AM

This itinerary starts fromCanazei: take the cable car to reach Col
dei Rossi. Descend to Rifugio Belvedere and ramble to the right in
the middle of the green meadow, thenon the dirt road which links
to Rifugio Fredarola, situated at 2.388 m (0,20 h). Follow path n.
601, sometimes steep but mainly flat, till RifugioViel dal Pan at
2.432 m (0,40 h). Go on for quite a long stretch, with lightaltitude
gaps, enjoying the amazing landscape over the groupof Tofane.
You will get to a crossroads: descend rightwards and diagonally to
the dam. Pay attention covering the last stretch cautiously
because of itsincline. You will come out on the road to Passo
Fedaia opposite RifugioMarmolada "E. Castiglioni" (1,20 h; 2 hrs.).
You can come back to Canazei by bus: the bus stop is exactly at the
end of the path.

The black feathers gather to honor the fallen soldiers ; raising of the
flag , wreath deposition at the memorial stone of the captain
Andreoletti,holy mass and alpini-style lunch for everybody.

SÉN VILE, BRASS BANDS AND FOLK GROUPS THROUGHOUT
THE STREETS
LOC. NAVALGE - MOENA FROM 11.30 PM TO 1 AM

At 2.30 p.m. parade of local folk groups along the streets and final
concert of the band “I Tirataie” conclude celebrations for San Vigilio.

NEGRITELLA CHOIR
EVENTS PAVILION - LOC. ISCHIA/CAMPITELLO AT 9 PM

Negritella choir in concert, formed by some 30 components directed
by the master Renato Deflorian.

The complete schedule of events is available in the tourist offices of the valley.

Initiatives for our guests
29 JUNE 5 P.M. -VIGO

DOLOMIEU SUMMITS
GEOLOGY WORKSHOP FOR ADULTS TO LEARN EVERYTHING ABOUT
THE ROCKS OF VAL DI FASSA.
30 JUNE 9 A.M. - CANAZEI

ON THE CLIMBING WALL
INTRODUCTION TO CLIMBING FOR KIDS (7-14 YEARSOLD) WITH THE
ALPINE GUIDES.

Did you know that...
The small Church of San Volfango in Moena is among the oldest of
Val di Fassa. Consecrated in 1432, it was painted several times on
its all facades. According to experts, the most important fresco of
the entire cycle is that of San Martino and the poor,near Nicola da
Tolentino (it dates back to the 2nd or 3rd decade of the 15th
century). The work is in courtly style, given evidence by the
clothing of the saint cavalier. Not only the author of that painting
is unknown, but also the others that depicted the numerous scenes
inside the church.

1 JULY 8.30 A.M. - POZZA

AROUND THE MOUNTAINFARMS
WOULD YOU LIKE TO MILK A COW AND TRASTE GENUINE FOOD?
VISITTO MALGA MONZONI (PAID ACTIVITY)

Initiatives reserved to guests with the Val di Fassa Card (ask your hotel/apartment) enrolments required by the previous day at the Tourist Offices .
Activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures of Val di Fassa Tourist Board
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